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Product sheet

CX³ LEGRAND

Contactor CX³ with front face handle 2 pole - 63A -

250V~ - 2 NO contacts with 230V~ coil - 2 modules

REF. 412547   |  EAN. 3245064125475

> Visit e-catalogue

Product charateristics

Utilization category : AC7a or AC1 - 63A / AC7b or AC3 -

30A

Can be equipped with auxiliaries reference 412431

Conform to IEC/EN 61095

230V~ coil

Handle can be accessed after removing blanking plate.

Recommendation / Restriction

This product should be installed in compliance with

installation rules, preferably by a qualified electrician.

Incorrect installation and/or incorrect use can lead to risk

of electric shock or fire. Before carrying out the

installation, read the instructions and take account of the

product's specific mounting location. Do not open up,

dismantle, alter or modify the device except where

specifically required to do so by the instructions. All

Legrand products must be opened and repaired

exclusively by personnel trained and approved by

Legrand. Any unauthorised opening or repair completely

cancels all liabilities and the rights to replacement and

guarantees. Use only Legrand brand accessories.

The product's benefits

Installation

Easy integration: fitted with two DIN rail clamps, one

top side and one bottom side to ease the clipping.

Allows the insertion of prong busbar at the top side.

Usage

Equipped with a front face handle to get the

possibility to also control it on-site directly on the

device itself (test and repair function). Permanent ON

or OFF wihout automatic reset.Also Fitted with a

label holder allowing a clear, visible and convenient

identification of the circuit.

Documentation

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

    F01333EN-01.pdf   |   PDF (0.35Mo)

    F01333FR-01.pdf   |   PDF (0.35Mo)

CATALOGUE PAGE & OTHERS

    ex223001_0093.pdf   |   PDF (0.28Mo)

    ex223001_0095.pdf   |   PDF (0.05Mo)

CAD & Design specs / BIM

    412545.dwg   |   DWG (0.14Mo)

Agreements & Certificates

    OC / CB-FR_712933   |   (0.41Mo)

    VDE-40034227   |   (0.4Mo)

    NF-NF012_3114   |   (0.55Mo)
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